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%'e investigate the density-gradient (DG) transport model for efficient multi-dimensional sim- 
ulation of quamum confinement effects in advanced MOS devices. The formulation of the DG 

fiiement effects r e  shom?~ to be slmificmt 111 s~b-!OOcrr? MQSFETs. h *&-oxide MOS cqxci- 
tors, c p z ~ t ~ ~  effects may reduce g2te czpc i tace  by 35% cr mere. As a result, the ~c!~s ic r?  c?f 

quantum eEccts in simulations dramatically improves die match betwem C-V slllliikitioiis aiid 
measurements for oxide thickness down to 2 nm. Si_gificant quantum corrections also occur in 
the I-V characte&ics of short-channel (30 to I00 m) n--MOSFETs, with current &i-Je reduced 
by ~ q j  to 720/'0. Piis effect is s 2 0 i ; ~  to resiilt &mi icduced ~\TeisiGz chzige &e to ( j u s z P ~ i  COZ- 

finemeni of electrons in the channel. Also, su"uesho1d s l q e  is degaded by 15 to 20 rnvil'decade 
with the inclusion of quantum effects via the density-gradient model, and short channel effects (in 
particular, drain-induced 3mim lowering) are noticeably increased. 
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I. L~TTRODUCTION 

The semiconductor industry is in a period of feverish advancement, with new generations of 
electronics technolog being developed every 2 years [l]. For the industry-dominant MOSFET, 
v gate len,ghs and oxide thicknesses of production devices will shrink below 50 nm and 1 nm 
respectively over the nex-t decade [3]. Meanwhile, the classical drift-diffusion @D) model of 
electron transport has steadfastly remained the dominant model for industrial numerical simula- 
tion of electronic devices [3],  50 years after the model's first description [4], and 35 years after 
Gummel [SI described a robust numerical solution method. This uncommon longevity stems 
partly &om momentum (due to familiarity and experience), but it derives mzinly from the fact 
that, with tuning for a given technolog-y, the DD model continues to proi-ide a combination of 
computational speed, robustness, and acceptable accuracy which has been difficult to match with 
other models. Nevertheless, there is a growing realization that the electronics industry can not 
finesse quantum effects n t h  the DD modelmuch longer [I]. In this paper, we describe a transport 
model which meets the challenge of combining computational efficiency, robustness, and accu- 
racy in a multi-dimensions including quantum effects, and we present promising simulation 
resuits for this model. 

Two approaches have been taken to develop models which meet this challenge: (i) employing 
full q u a n m  models for conventional device simulation, and (ii) adding quantum corrections to 
classicA models such as DD. The fkst q p ~ o x h  imludes h e  m e  o f q ~ n t m -  models srzch, z 002- 

equilibrium Green's function [6] and W i p e r  b e t i o n  [7].  The Green's function model contains a 
h i h  level of quantum mechanical and scattering detail, but in multi-dimensions it is many orders 
of ma,gaitude more costly than the DD model. The Wigner function model trades quantum 
mechanical and scattering detail for somewhat better computational efficiency in comparison to 
h e  Green's h c t i o n  rnodei but it suffeis from unsolved numerical robustness p 'oblms [SI, and 
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is still much too cosZ1y for production-ler-el computations, el’en m 2-D. \I‘s note Lhat 1-D smula- 
tions can proI-ide some information about electronic device operation, but 2-D (or 2-D) simula- 
tions are essential for sufficient detail and accmacy for industrial application. 

 he secozd a y p r o d ~  for hc!~dir?g qum-Bm effects i~ device simulations is to add quantum 
correctioiis to classical models. For the DD model in a MOSFET, approximate quantum correc- 
tions have been applied to the inversion charge profile [9], the silicon band gap near the oxide 
[lo], and both the band gap and the gate oxide thickness [ l l ] .  Alternatively, a I-D Schrodinger 
computation has been added to the DD model to account for quantum confinement effects in the 
inversion layer [12,13]. These approaches may be computationally efficient, but they assume a 
particular device structure (MOSFET with planar gate) and operating region (inversion). In con- 
trast, quantum corrections to the hydrodynamic model [14,15] are general in terms of allowed 
device structures and operating regions, but they suffer irom significant disadvantages in compu- 
tational robustness and cost versus the DD modei [ 161. 

In this work, we describe and employ a device simulation model which uses the second 
approach to meet the multi-diniensional quantum challenge while avoiding thc disadvanhges of 
the approaches described above. This model is the density-gradient (DG) quantum correction to 
the DD model [17j. DG theory has a long history, dating back to von Weizsaker’s introduction 
[ 181 of gradient corrections to Thomas-Fermi theory for an inhomogeneous electron gas. Gradient 
corrections n.ere carried over into density functional (DF) theory by Hohenberg and Kohn for 
zero temperature [I91 and by ?+[ernin for finite temperatures [20]. This approach is equivalent to 
the exact (non-local) many-body theory when gadient corrections to all orders are retained [ 19- 
21). Truncated gradient expansions (as further developed by Perdew [22] and others) remain an 
important part of DF calculations. More recently, DF theory has been used to determine density- 
v zadient corrections to the equation of state of the electron gas in the random phase approximation 
for arbitrary temperature [23]. This work is an application of DG theory to semiconductor prob- 
lems. We note that DG theory is distinct from the B o h  quantum potential (which is identical in 
form, but has a different numerical coefficient) since DG theory applies to a many-body mixed 
state, while the Bohm potential applies to a single-particle pure state. 

The DG model adds quantum confuiement and (optionally) tunneling to the DD model in a 
v general, compact, and computationally efficient manner. This yields a model which meets all of 
the requirements of a replacement for the DD model. In this work, we focus on quantum confine- 
ment effects in -VOS devices, wing an implementation of the DG model which does not include 
quantum tunneling. After describing the model, the remainder of this paper compares classical 
and DG model simulation results. First, we compare capacitance-voltage (C-V) curves for thin- 
oxide MOS capacitors, showing a significant reduction in capacitance due to quantum confine- 
ment of electrons and holes. We then show the large reduction in drive current of ultra-small 
MOSFETs when quantum confmement is included. We also show the degradation of small MOS- 
FET subthreshold slope and the increase in short-channel effects (DIBL). We conclude with a 
summary of these results. 
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11. DENSITY-GRADJEKT -MODEL 

The drift-diffusion and densitygadient models of carrier transport in an electronic device can 
be written identically, including Poisson’s eqilation and the electron and hole transport equations: 

v.(&vW)=-p=-q(p-Jl;c); (1 a) 



where y is electrostatic potential, t: and p are electron and hole densities, C is fixed charge den- 
sity, F is permittivity, p is total charge density, q is electron charge, J is current density, and p 
and D are mobility and diffusivity of the respective carriers. 

In the classical DD model, the electron and hole “drift potentials” are just the electrostatic 
potential: UI,, = U J ~  = w . In the DG model. w:: and w,- have quantum corrections: 

The expressions for the quantum potentials y,, and w, are derived from the Schrodinger equa- 
tion, based on the finite curvature (energy) and strict continuity of wavefunctions [ 17,241. Since 

turn mechaics exactly into the DG model, so Y,, and I ’ ~  may be used as fitting parameters. In this 
work, we take I’, = I’ = 3, which is the hish temperature limit 135,261. The quantum potentials 
act to smooth the canier density profiles by reducing their second derivatives (curvature). In fact, 
the DG model forbids discontinuities in the cazrier density profiles. 

We focus on quantuni confinement effects in the industry-dominant device, the silicon MOS- 
FET (Figure 1). The effects o f  quantum smoothing on camer profiles in a MOSFET operating in 
inversion are depicted in Figure 2. Classical carrier densities (dashed curves) change abruptly at 
the oxide interfaces from some large external value to zero in the oxide. Quantum mechanical car- 
rier densities (solid curves) can not change abruptly. The densities must be continuous across the 
oxide interfaces, resulting in significant differences in classical and quantum camer profiles near 
the interfaces, and penetration of quantum carrier densities (quantum tunneling) into the oxide. 

Returning to the DG model in (1) and (2), the five solution variables are w, n , p ,  w,,, w.qp, 
each of which involve second-order partial differential equations (PDEs). The quantum potentials 

”pd y ~ ,  accomplish the expected carrier profile smoothing, and so will be largest near the 
oxide interfaces where the classical density discontinuities need to be smoothed out. In this work, 
we ignore carrier deiisities (and thus tunneling) in the oxide, and we set the camer densities 72 and 
p to 0 in this region. Thus, only the source-less Poisson equation (1 a) is solved in the oxide, while 
the full DG model is solved in both the gate and substrate. In order for the camer densities to be 
continuous across the oxide interfaces, they must approach zero just outside the oxide. With this 
and the usual boundary conditions (BCs) for the DD model, all of (ne BCs of the DG rnodei are 
well defined except for those for the quantum potentials at the oxide interfaces. 

The two quantum potentials have relatively large, unknown values at the oxide interfaces, 
since this is where they act to force electron and hole concentrations smoothly to zero. Thus, a 
suitable constraint on the values of the quantum potentials at the oxide interfaces (a Dirichlet BC) 

L1 me quaniuiii poieiiiials lcpreseiit a iiet effect for all iiiai;ef-iinctions, they do iiot i i ~ o i p r ~ : ~  cjuan- 
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Figure 1: Basic n-MOSFET structure and biasing. 
Bias VG between gate m d  sc-ace cootacts controls 
current ID flo\l;kg between m a c e  aod draig. 

Position 

Figure 2: Schematic of classical (dashed lines) and 
quaneAm (solid lines) carrier dexity profiles of a ver- 
tical cut though zn n-MOSFET iE imersion. Classi- 
c d  densities aie shaqly peaked and & s c ~ i i ~ i w x s  at 

the oxide. Quantum profiIes are smoothly peaked 
below the interface, contmuous at all interfaces. and 
can penetrate (tunnel) into the oxide. 

.L ule silicim’cciide iiirerface, and can iioi perieiiate into 
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is not available. By the same reasoning, enforcing a Neumann BC 3n the (unknown) gradients of 
the quanti-im potentials is also not valid. One solution to this lack of quantum potential BCs at the 
oxide interfaces is to soh7e the entire five-PDE model in the oxide as well as in the adjoining sili- 
con and poly gate. This &o implements tunneling in the DG model. In this case, the discontinuity 
in the quantum potentials is determined by the silicon-oxide band offsets, and the gradients m7ould 
he continuous across the interface. A model implementing this approach has been developed [ZS]. 

In order to minimize the changes from the DD to the DG model, and thus more directly com- 
pare simulation results, we have chosen in this u-ork not to include tunneling in the DG model. 
Therefore, another solution to the boundary condition challenge is needed. In particular, we can 
use the quasi-Fermi (QF) model [29] of carrier transport, which can be described as a change of 
variables from the DD model. In the QF model, the continuity equations are: 

where, including DG quanfxm corrections, the QF energies are: 

and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration of the semiconductor. In (4a) and (4b), we have 
assumed a Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution of the carriers. The DG model with (more 
exact) Fermi-Dirac statistics has also been implemented. 



' i  

Xote from (3a) and (3b) that at the interface between a semiconductor and m insulator; the 
electron and hole QF energies and $ p  in the semiconductor have zero gadient normal to the 
interface, since current flow J,, J, into the insulator is zero. [Recall that tunneling current is zero 
in this work.] The DG version of the QF mode! c m  me these consmifits en + n  and +, as the 
additional BCs needed to solve the quantum potential PDEs. Before writing the final DG model 
used for this work, we note that only steady-state simulations were used, so the time derivatives 
were eliminated from the continuity equations. Thus, the DG model solved in this ~7ork is: 

v .  (&Vyr)+q(p-rz + C) = 0 ,  ( 5 4  

,&yYn - 2bnV2*h = 0 ,  (5d) 

The five solution variables for these PDEs, in order, are y ~ ,  $n, 4,;. n , p .  Expressions for the quan- 
tum constants b,, and b, are given in (2a) ar,d (2b). From (42) ar,d (4b): 

Y q n  = A Y n  -+ ( k T / q ) ! n ( n  /;: ,/ - I I ~ .  Y 7 (62) 

\ T  iuoie that the DG model in (Sa) - (sei  is generic, iii the sense tliai it ciiii be zpplied io iiiiy elec- 
tronic device structure in 1 -D, 2-D, or 3-D. By contrast, other quantum-DD models often incoipo- 
rate structure-specific and localized quantum corrections [9-131, and may not allow tunneling to 
be included. 

For this work, we used fixed mobilities of P,~ = 1500 cm2Ns and up = 500 cm'/Vs in (5b) 
and (5c), which are roughly equal to the intrinsic values at room temperature for silicon [30,31]. 
For the quantum constants in (2a) and (2b). we used n?, = 0.19n2, (light electron mass in silicon) 
and mp = 0.49m, (heavy hole mass in silicon). These values result in a good match between DG 
simulations and experiment over a wide range of MOS device structures (see Section 1II.A). All 
simulations were for devices at roGm temperature (300K). 

We implemented the above density-gradient model in a partial differential equation (PDE) 
solver called PROPHET [32]. This simulation tool provided several advantages o17er the tradi- 
tional approach of coding a numerical simulator specifically for the DG model. It allowed us to 
specify the transport model in a script file at a high level to a general-purpose (but highly eff-  
cient) PDE solver. Also. PROPHET has the necessary facilities to solve the model in 1-D, 2-D, or 
3-D for any specified device and test regime. Thus, the PDE-solver approach allows for the rapid 
investigation of a wide range of device structures, nansport models and physical effects. indeed, 
three significantly different versions of the DG model were investigated during this work. Using 
the conventional, model-specific approach, programming all of the major and minor model varia- 
tions investigated would have taken many times as long. The classical QF model was also imple- 
mented in PROPHET. and was used for all classical model simulations. 



-4. Thin Oxide 340s Cayacitors 

The switching efficiency of a -MOSFET is largely determined by its gate capacitance, which 
measures the ability of gate biases to control the carrier density and thus current flow below the 
gate oxide (see Fi,gure 1). Thus, it is cnhcal for simulations to accurately predict gate capacitance. 
The quantum repulsion of carriers from both gate and substrate oxide interfaces, as depicted in 
Fi,we 2, makes the oxide’s effective electrical thickness to be typically 1-2 nm greater than its 
physical thichess. This effect is already quite noticeable in state-of-the-art commercial products, 
which have gate oxide thicknesses as low as 2 nm. The effect mi11 quickly increase over the next 
decade, m-ith gate oxide thicknesses predicted to shrinic to 1 nm or less by 2Ul2 [2]. 

To test this prediction, 1-D MOS capacitors with oxide thicknesses fiom 2 to 8 nm were sim- 
dated, and C-V cumes were compared to those from classical simulations and from experimental 
measurements of the same structure [33]. As an example, the deckon and hole densities for a 2.1 
nm oxide device biased in inversion are shown in Figure 4. The resulting carrier density profiles 
were as sketched in Fi,we 2: near zero at the oxide interfaces: with the in\-ersion or accumulation 
charge peak 0.5 to 1.5 nm beneath the Si-oxide interface, rather than exactly at the interface as in 
the classical model. Fi3gue 3 compares C-V curves (capacitance versus gate bias V c )  for the 2.1 
mi oxide 340s capacitor. As expected, the DG model-reproduces measured data much more 
accurately than the classical OD)  model for this very thin oxide. 

-5 ‘ I I  1 I 1 
-1 0 0 10 20 30 40 50 

Position (nm) 

Figure 3: Classical and DG quantum-corrected car- 
rier density profiles in a MOS capacitor operating in 
inversion. The inset details the electron profdes on a 
linear scale, shoning the dramatic quantum correction 
at the oxide interface. 

I 1 
O-4 -2 0 2 4 

Gate Bias, VG (V) 

Figure 4: MOS capacitor low frequency C-V curve 
comparison for (100 pm)’ area, 2.1 nm thlck oxide. 
The DG model reproduces measurements (dots; cour- 
tesy of H-P Labs) much more closely than the classi- 
cal model. 

To summarize the results of the C-V simulations over the range of oxide thickness considered, 
Figure 5 shows the fractional error in simulated capacitance (compared to measured data) versus 
oxide thickness for the classical and DG models. To simplify the plot, a single gate bias of Vc = - 
2V (accumulation) was chosen, since this condition is most critically affected by quantum effects 
and is least affected by other unknown parameters such as the poly doping level [MI. Here we see 



that the DG model maintains accuracy at least doxn to 2 nm, while the accuracy of the classical 
model deteriorates rapidly for oxide thicknesses below 4 nm. 
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Figure 5: Percent error in simulated capacitance versus gate oxide thickness at IJG = -2V (accumulation). The 
DG model maintains accuracy at least down to 2.1 nm. The error of the classical model increases rapidly for 
oxide thicknesses below 4 nm. 

B. Short Channel MOSFET 

As discussed in Section I, I-D simulations can provide only limited knowledge of the opera- 
tion of real electronic devices. 2-D and 3-D simulations are often required fcr an accurate analysis 
of the operation of state-of-the-art (highly non-planar) devices. For example, the MOSFET oper- 
ating current ~ which flows horizontally from source to drain, is larsely controlled by the verti- 
cal electric field from the gate. Thus, accurately modeling MOSFET operating current requires at 
least a 2-D analysis. Our previous work [34] was the first to show that 2-D simulations are quite 
feasible using the DG model. The fact that the DG model is also general (not structure-specific) 
allows it to work without modification or tuning for complex (e.g., non-planar) structures. 

Figure 6 shows the simulated drain characteristic (drain current versus drain bias at a series of 
gate biases) for a very aggressively scaled MOSFET with a 30 nm gate length and 2 nm gate 
oxide thickness. This device approximates the state of the art in research labs [35] .  Computed 
drain characteristics for both the quantum-corrected DG model and the classical quasi-Fermi 
model are shown. At each gate bias, the DG current is 20% to 70% below that predicted by the 
classical model. Thus, quantum effects result in a serious decrease in the current drive capability 
of the device. We point out, however, that even this aggressively scaled 30 nm MOSFET still per- 
forms like a switch. Figure 6 shows a negligible simulated drain current at logic-zero gate bias (0 
V), and sigificant drain current at logic-one bias (1 V). Adniittedly, the device is in need of 
extensive engineering to minimize short-channel effects. 

One question which needs to be answered is whether the reduced DG current in Figure 6 is 
due to the reduction in channel charge, quaEtum transport effects along the chamel, or both. Fig- 
ure 7 compares the channel charge and drain current from the DG simulation (relative to the clas- 
sical values) at full drain bias (IV) for the 30 nm MOSFET simulated in Figure 6. The close 
match between these curves over the full range of gate biases indicates that the DG current reduc- 
tion is dominated by reduced channel charge, with only minor quantum transport effects. It makes 
sense that quantum effects are ininor in the transport direction in the DG model, since this model 
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Drain Voltage, VD (V) 

Figure 6: Simulated drain characteristics for 30 nm 
gate len_gth, 2 nm gate oxide MOSFET. Resulrs for 
classical and DG simulations are shown for 0.4V S 
t;; I 1V. The classical current is 20-703% iarger. 

Gate Bias, VG (V) 

Figure 7: Relative drain current and channel charge 
(at mid channel with vD = l\') for the DG model 
(DG result divided by classical result). The result 
indicates that, in rhe normal operating range, the DG 
clment reduction is dominated by reduced channel 
charge, with only minor quantum transport effects. 

only si_gdkantly affects the potential and camer profiles near abrupt heterojunctions and insulat- 
ing interfaces. The relatively smooth potential in the-transport direction results in small quantum 
potentiais in this direction, and correspondingly small qumhm effects on c-meiit. '&'e note that 
other quantum models which include the effect of discrete quantum energy levels in the channel 
may predict more significant quantum effects due to camer transport along the channel. 

As final confirmation that the DG model and this tiny 30 nm MOSFET work correctly, Fig- 
ures 8 and 9 compare classical and DG simuiations ofthe subthreshold characteristic and E B L  
(drain-induced banier lowering versus channel lensh) for this device. In Fi,we 8, the subthresh- 
old slope is 90 to 92 mvildecade of current for the classical model, and 105 to 11 0 mvldecade for 
the DG model. Thus, quantum confinement effects si_rmificantly degrade the subthreshold slope. 

In Fiawe 9, DIBL was simulated by determining the threshold voltage versus channel length 
at maximum drain bias (V ,  = 1V). To create longer channel MOSFETs, the 30 nm device was 
stretched at the center of the channel. The threshold 170Itage was computed as the gate bias at 
which the potential bamer to current flow between source and drain was the negative of the built- 
in potential in the substrate (0.494V in this case). In the classical model, this banier is the classi- 
cal potential at the gate oxide interface. In the DG model, the classical and quantum potentials 
combine to produce the barrier between source and drain, and the minimum banier to carrier flow 
is sli$tly beneath the oxide surface. Figure 9 shows that the DG model shifts the threshold volt- 
age by about 150 to 200 mV. Further, DIBL is somewhat worse (threshold voltage varies more 
rapidly) with the DG model. In both cases, variation with channel lena$h is very severe near 30 
nm for tlGs device. Thus, although the 3Onm MOSFET works, inevitable process variations would 
likely make this device structure unsuitable for ULSI. 

fv. COMPLT.4TJONAL EFFICIEYCY 

The forgoing simulation results show that the DG model makes itfeasible to include quantum 
effects accurately and generally in multi-dimensional electronic device simulation. In this section, 
we go further to show that the DG model is in fact quite efficient in accomplishing this. In partic- 
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Figure 8: Subthreshold characteristic of 30-nrn 
MOSFET. Quantum effects degrade the OFF state at 
low bias. the O N  state at operating biases, and the sat- 
uration effect at high bias. The net effect is iike a par- 
2!1d conductance. 
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ular, we compare the computational cost of the classical and DG models for the simulations in 
Section 111. 

For the iviu3 capacitor simulations of Section iii.A, we used a non-anifuriii i -E giid with 320 
to 450 points (depending on oxide thickness) for both classical and DG simulations. On an SGI 
0 2  n-orkstation, a typical C-V curve trace (81 bias points) took 40 seconds for the classical 
model, and 74 seconds for the DG model. For this case, computation time including quantum 
effects with rile i3rG IiiodeI is less than a factor of 2 larger than that for purely classical simula- 
tions. 

For simulating MOSFET I-V curves in Section IIT.B, m7e used an identical 2-D grid with about 
1750 points for both the classical and DG simulations. On the same workstation, a typical I-V 
curve trace (51 bias points) took 452 seconds with the classical model and 2383 seconds for the 
DG model. We note that the DG model in Section I1 proved to be unstable at times, in which case 
we used a slightly modified model with & and & as solution variables rather than IZ and p . An 
unresolved error in the Jacobian for the modified DG model results in linear convergence (rather 
than quadratic), and a correspondingly longer simulation time. Thus, computing an I-V curve with 
the modified DG model requires typically 5400 seconds. 

These DG model computation times should be compared to the orders of magnitude increase 
in computation time for more rigorous quantum models, such as those based on the Schrodinger 
equation [36] or Green’s functions [37]. Since the DG model is onljr moderately a m e  computa- 
tionally demanding than the associated classical models, it can even be feasibly solved in 3-D 
[38]. More importantly, the DG model leverages all of the accuracy and optimization tuning of 
the industry standard, classical drift-diffusion model. Thus, the DG model provides practical 
insight into quantum effects in ultra-smail electronic devices. 

1 # A n  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In sunmary, we presented the density-gadient model as a computationally efficient means of 
including quantum effects in multi-dimensional electronic device simulation suitable for future 
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MOSFET tecLhnology. Computation time is typically 2 to 10 times that for the purely classical 
model, mahng it possible to run 3-D electrcnic device simulations routinely on a workstztion. 
14-iti.l the si~nulation of numerous 1-D and 2-D MOS devices. n e also demonstrated the robustness 
nfthe DG model. In -MOS capzcitor simdation, c!assical model predictions rapidly dix-erge from 
measured results for oxide thicknesses below 4 nm. while the DG model maintains error below a 
few percent down to 2 nm. 

In simulations of a 30 nm gate length MOSFET, quantum effects are predicted to reduce cur- 
rent drive by up to 70%. According to the DG model, this current reduction is almost entirely due 
to the reduced inversion charge resulting from vertical quantum confinement, while horizontal 
quantum transport effects along the channel are minimal. Finally, we showed that quantum effects 
degade the subthreshold slope of this small MOSFET by 15-20 mvldecade, and increase DIBL. 
We conclude that the inclusion of quantum effects IS essential for the accurate smuiation of 30 
nm scaIe -MOSFEis, and that the density gradient model is an efficient way to accompiish that. 

B. ,4. Biegel would lrke to express his appreciation for the technical assistance of Dr. T.R. 
Govindan. This work was supported in part by NASA Contract NAS2-14303. 
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